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The Sedelogic Western saddle pad is specifically designed for use
under a Western saddle. It utilizes the unique material properties of the
Sedelogic line, as described in the standard Sedelogic pads. This
saddle pad is mostly thicker (3 layers - 23 mm).

A saddle pad from Sedelogic is an essential accessory that offers
numerous benefits for both your horse and yourself during riding. Here
are some reasons why we highly recommend using a saddle pad:

Comfort and protection: A saddle pad provides extra comfort and
cushioning between the saddle and your horse's back. It reduces
pressure points and absorbs shocks during riding, making your horse
feel more comfortable and less prone to injuries.

Proper fit: A saddle pad can compensate for minor irregularities in the
saddle fit. It lifts or fills the saddle slightly, distributing the pressure
more evenly over your horse's back. This is especially useful if your
horse has a slightly different back shape or if the saddle doesn't fit
perfectly.

Sweat absorption: Your horse can sweat quite a bit during riding. A
high-quality saddle pad can absorb and wick away sweat, keeping your
horse's back drier. This helps prevent skin irritations and rubs, which
are essential for maintaining a healthy skin.

Hygiene: Using a saddle pad also facilitates the cleaning and
maintenance of your saddle. It protects the saddle from direct contact
with your horse's sweat and oils, prolonging its lifespan and keeping it
cleaner for longer. Additionally, the saddle pad is easy to remove and
wash, ensuring you always have a clean and fresh pad.

In summary, using a saddle pad offers many benefits for the well-being
and comfort of your horse, as well as the durability of your saddle. It's
important to choose a high-quality saddle pad that suits your specific
needs and matches the type of saddle you use.

The Sedelogic saddle pad is the first saddle pad developed for use
under the horse saddle with extensive pressure measurements. A team
consisting of veterinarians, technicians, a scientist from an academic
hospital, and a renowned saddler has developed this unique saddle
pad using aerospace techniques, enhancing performance. This saddle
pad is suitable for all disciplines within equestrian sports and is suitable
for both elite athletes and recreational riders.

Perfect pressure distribution

Super shock absorption

Good ventilation

Lightweight



Features

Discover the ultimate comfort and unrivaled performance of our revolutionary saddle pad. With a range of
unique features, this pad provides a riding experience that you and your horse have never experienced before:

Excellent shock absorption: Thanks to advanced technologies, our saddle pad offers unparalleled shock
absorption. It absorbs every impact during riding, significantly reducing pressure on your horse's back. Enjoy a
smoother ride and protect your horse's health.

Breathable structure: Our saddle pad features a breathable structure that allows for optimal air circulation. This
promotes ventilation and prevents heat and moisture buildup under the saddle. Your horse stays cooler and more
comfortable, even during intense training sessions.

Perfect pressure distribution: With an advanced design, our saddle pad ensures perfect pressure distribution over
your horse's back. It minimizes pressure points and prevents discomfort while riding. This allows your horse to
move freely and perform at its best.

Efficient heat dissipation: Our saddle pad is designed to efficiently dissipate heat. The advanced material
regulates temperature and prevents excessive heat buildup under the saddle. This keeps your horse cool and
protected from overheating, even during long rides.

No pressure points: Thanks to carefully engineered construction, our saddle pad eliminates pressure points
completely. It evenly distributes the pressure across the entire surface, giving your horse full freedom of
movement and unhindered performance. Prevent irritations and discomfort for a happy and healthy horse.

Experience the ultimate combination of comfort, protection, and performance with our innovative saddle pad. No more
compromises when it comes to riding comfort and well-being. Choose a saddle pad that meets your highest demands
and give your horse the ride it deserves.

““I have been using the Sedelogic pads for a
number of years and am incredibly happy with
them. From day one they have held their
shape and are as good today as they were the
first day I used them. They are thin enough to
not affect the fit of my saddles, but have
enough cushion to keep my horses backs
happy.””

— Robert Mendoza- Grand Prix Show Jumper



Specifications

Length 75 cm

Width 40 cm

Amount of layers 3

Thickness 23 mm

Weight 1300-1500 gram

Maschine wasable 30°C

Drive system 1300 gram
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